
 Third Grade Reading Lesson Plan  
                 White 

                             Q3 - January 27 - February 31 
 Lesson 16 - Point of View 

   Centers: 

Flexible Groups: See teacher’s handwritten grouping charts. 
White- Teacher will complete each portion of Ready Reading Common Core lesson each day in small group. 
Waldrop- Students will work on remedial phonics skills. 

Objective for the week:  
RL.3.6 Recognize the point of you of the narrator of the story.  

Essential Question(s): How does understanding the point of you help you to better understand a story?  

Teacher Lead RRC: 50% 
Describe the relationship between a series 
of historical events, scientific ideas or 
concepts, or steps in technical procedures 
in a text, using language that pertains to 
time, sequence, and cause/effect. 
I can explain my own ideas and understand-
ing in light of the discussion.

Computers: 50%               or 
Describe the relationship between a 
series of historical events, scientific 
ideas or concepts, or steps in technical 
procedures in a text, using language 
that pertains to time, sequence, and 
cause/effect. 
I can use sentence-level context as a 
clue to the meaning of a word or 
phrase.

Teacher Lead Phonics: 50%  
Know and apply below grade-level word analysis in 
decoding words. Distinguish long and shot vowels when 
reading regularly spelled one-syllable words.



Monday

Today, the entire class will be on iReady individually while TTW be closely monitors students on ChromeBooks. We 
have had issues with students getting adequate iReady time during center time, so constant teacher supervision and 
assistance will boost student success rate on iReady lessons. Students will be pulled to small group table if assistance 
and redirection is needed for any lessons. At the end of the period students should have the majority of their iReady 
Reading time done for the week, so this will leave time for students to complete Teacher Assigned lessons to work in 
closing gaps from previous skills. 

**As soon as students reach 45 minutes, with 2 Lessons passed, and a 70% or above pass rate, students will be tak-
en off iReady and will begin pre-reading the passage for the following day.** 

 Tuesday

DCA 



Wednesday

Anticipatory Set- TTW tell the class that today you will read A modern fantasy. First you will read to understand what the 
author says. Then you will read to identify the points of view of the narrator any characters and compare and contrast them 
to your own point of view.  

Introduction-  TTW read aloud the title of the Story and call attention to the illustrations. TTW ask students if they have 
any prior knowledge on what a modern fantasy is and what those two words could mean when put together talking about a 
genre.  

Modeled and Guided Instruction- TTW direct the students to read story independently. After the students read, TTW 
use a list of questions to check students’ understanding. TTW read aloud the explore question at the top of page 259 to set 
the purpose for the second read. Tell students they must take a closer look at how Alec and Max think and feel about each 
other to determine their points of view. Also referring to the close reader habit on page 259. TTW read aloud the Think 
section. TTW model how to find evidence for the chart using the Think Aloud box as a guide. TTW work with a partner to 
reread the story as they fill in their charts with information found. TTW suggest that they use the buddy tip to find addi-
tional details that show when a character’s point of view is changing. TTW have a volunteer share their chart.  

Closure- TTW ask students to recall the learning target. TTW call on volunteers to explain why it is important for raiders 
to think about their own points of you as a reader story, rather than just agreeing with whatever point of you is expressed 
by the narrator or by story characters. 



  Thursday 

Anticipatory Set- TTW tell the classThat today you will read another story. First you were ready to understand what the 
story is about. Then you will re-read with a partner to explore different points of view: the authors, that is a different sto-
ry characters, and your own. 

Introduction- TTW read aloud the title of the passage. TTW ask if anyone knows what a stable boy does. Discuss with 
students how they think the lives of a stable boy and a prince might be different. Have students predict what the story will 
be about based on the title and the illustration. 

Guided Practice- TTW have the class to read the poem independently. Remind them to mark any unknown words and how to 
find them. When students are finished reading, clarify the meaning of confusing words and phrases. Use a set of questions 
to check understanding and encourage students to use details from the text in their answers. TTW read aloud the close 
reader habit and remind students that for the second read they will read with a partner. TTW work with a partner to com-
plete items 1 and 2.  

Closure- TTW ask students to recall the learning target. Have them share how thinking about the points of view of Sam in 
the prince helped them formulate their own points of view.  



Friday

Anticipatory Set- TTW tell the students that today You are going to read a realistic fiction story and use what you have 
learned about point of you to think about the narrators and/or the story characters point of you. You will also state your 
own point of view about characters and events.  

Introduction- TTW call on volunteers to explain Why it is important for readers to distinguish their own points of view 
from those of the narrator and/or story characters when they read stories. Encourage students to use the academic talk 
words and phrases in their responses. 

Independent Practice- TTW tell the class that you are going to read the realistic fiction story independently and use what 
you have learned about scenes to think and write about it. As you read remember to look closely at what each character 
thinks, says, and does to determine his or her point of view. Read aloud the title of the story and then encourage students 
to preview the text, paying close attention to the illustrations. TTW point out the Words to Know on page 264. If students 
need support in reading the passage, use the monitor understanding suggestions. When students have finished have them 
complete the Think and Write sections. If time permits, TSW grade their own papers with a red pen as TTW read aloud 
correct responses after putting pencils away. This immediate feedback , oral discussion, and self reflection helps students 
see mistakes and where the misunderstandings came from.  

Closure- TTW have each student respond in writing to the learning target prompt. When students have finished, have them 
share their responses this may be done with a partner, in small groups, or as a whole class.


